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Topics for today

• How trees grow

• Photosynthesis, 
light, and shade 
tolerance

• Carbon in animals, 
plants, and 
ecosystems



How trees grow
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Primary and secondary growth

• Primary growth – extension of root and 
shoot tips

• Secondary growth – radial growth 
(thickening) of roots and shoots

Last year’s xylem 
growth ring

This year’s xylem growth ring

Cambium – new 
xylem and phloem 

cells form here!

Bark – includes phloem



Primary growth occurs at the shoot and root tips

Secondary growth occurs just under 
the bark of shoots and roots



Carbon in animals, 
plants, and 
ecosystems



Where does the dry matter 
in a tree come from?
• What do you give your house plants?

Researchgate.net



Where does my mass come from?

• Consume food and break it down to 
release energy and build new molecules
• This allows me and my cells to do work!

• But why do I breathe?
• What goes in?

• Oxygen

• What comes out?
• Carbon dioxide and water

C6H12O6 + 6 O2 6 CO2 + 6 H2O + energy 
Carbon 
Dioxide

WaterSugar Oxygen

Respiration: 
the first of two chemical equations you will learn today



Plants are just like us (kinda)

• Plants also respire! They break down food to 
release energy and do work
• (Work = growing, keeping cells alive, moving things 

around, etc.)
• This releases carbon dioxide

• BUT instead of eating food, they make their own 
with…

6 CO2 + 6 H2O + light energy            C6H12O6 + 6 O2

Carbon 
Dioxide

Water Sugar Oxygen

Photosynthesis
(the opposite of respiration, and the last chemical 
equation from me today)

In sunlight plants uptake more 
carbon dioxide for photosynthesis 
than they release from respiration



Review: Humans vs. plants

• Humans (and most 
non-plant organisms)
• Eat food

• Respire (release carbon 
dioxide)

• Plants
• Make food (uptake 

carbon dioxide)

• Respire (release carbon 
dioxide)
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Photosynthesis: a small process with big implications

Are the annual dips 
representing 

summer or winter?



Photosynthesis, light, and shade tolerance



• Why are 
stomata on the 
bottom? 

• More than 95% 
of the water 
that enters a 
tree, just 
evaporates into 
the atmosphere
• Why do plants 

‘waste’ so 
much water?

CO2 O2

Glucose

H2O

Light

Leaves and photosynthesis



How can some plants grow in the shade?



Sun vs. shade leaves



Light response curves tell us about 
photosynthesis and shade tolerance

Shade-grown leaf or 
shade-tolerant species

Sun-grown leaf or shade-
intolerant species

Eastern hemlock

Paper birch



Test your understanding

• Which tree would you expect to have:
• A higher maximum photosynthesis rate

• A more expensive leaf (more energy needed to 
build and maintain it)

• A higher rate of respiration

American beech
Shade tolerant
Growing in the shade

Quaking aspen
Shade intolerant
Growing in the sun

So how can shade-tolerant 
trees like American beech 
and eastern hemlock be 
competitive in a forest?



Thank you!
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